Read the questions carefully and circle the correct option.  

1. Select the appropriate prefix for the word “perfect”.
   1) in  2) im  3) dis  4) ir

2. Select the appropriate suffix for the word “logic”
   1) ful  2) ness  3) al  4) ize

3. Select the suitable rhyming word for “moon” from the following options.
   1) sun  2) soon  3) man  4) can

4. Fill in the blanks with suitable infinitives Milk is good ….
   1) to drink  2) to drinking  3) for drinking  4) drinking

5. Find the odd one out Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam was not a ….
   1) leader  2) student  3) scientist  4) physician

6. Complete the following : United we stand, divided we ….
   1) jump  2) fall  3) run  4) sit

7. “Remember, no men are strange … Choose the suitable antonym for the underlined word)
   1) familiar  2) strong  3) unfamiliar  4) brave

8. Find the prefix for the following word “kind”.
   1) im  2) un  3) dis  4) ir

9. Find the suffix for the following word “Fashion”
   1) able  2) ness  3) ful  4) tion

10. Select the suitable antonym for “regular”
    1) un regular  2) ir regular  3) dis regular  4) im regular
11. Fill in the blanks with suitable tense:
   The sun ............... in the east.
   1) rose  2) rising  3) rises  4) rise

12. Match the rhyming word for the word “lost”
   1) last  2) cost  3) fast  4) past

13. Give the opposite for the underlined word.
   She feels very weak and tired
   1) long  2) strong  3) wrong  4) song

14. Identify the number of syllables in the word “imaginary”.
   1) Two  2) Three  3) Four  4) Five

15. Fill in the blanks with suitable tense: Stars ........ at night.
   1) shining  2) shines  3) will shine  4) shine

16. Fill in the blanks with suitable word: One should treat their grandparents with ....
   1) appreciation  2) affection  3) fashion  4) dejection

17. Fill in the blanks with suitable profession. One who foretells the future is called ....
   1) lawyer  2) a doctor  3) an engineer  4) an astrologer

18. Select the suitable antonym for the word “possible” ...
   1) disposable  2) impossible  3) un possible  4) in possible

19. One who performs “Magic” is called a ....
   1) Technician  2) Physician  3) Magician  4) Musician

20. A unicorn is ... like creature with a single horn.
   1) a mythical white horse  2) a mythical white tiger
   3) a mythical white elephant  4) a mythical white lion

21. In the poem “You can’t be that, no you can’t be that’, the poet wants to be a ....
   1) tree  2) pilot  3) scientist  4) lawyer

22. Inspired by Gandhiji, sarahbehn struggled to save the ... in India.
   1) village  2) forest  3) school  4) traders

23. “Wings of fire” is Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam’s ....
   1) biography  2) autobiography  3) novel  4) letter
24. Fill in the blanks with a suitable subordinate clause: …, the mice will play
   1) when I was leaving  2) when you pray
   3) when I revisited his house  4) when the cat is away

25. Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam saw his friend in his traditional “attire”. The word attire means
   1) place  2) dress  3) food  4) time

26. Choose the suitable synonym for the world “outrage”…
   1) pollute  2) rob  3) destroy  4) bury

27. In the poem “No men are foreign” the poet says
   1) he wanted to kill everyone  2) he did not want to kill anyone
   3) he wanted to betray everyone  4) he did not want to love anyone

28. Which of the following is not common during war?
   1) hatred  2) peace  3) outrage  4) betrayal

29. What kind of feeling does Manju have in the story, sorry, best friend:
   1) fear  2) sadness  3) shyness  4) curiosity

30. Identify the kind of sentence. “Don’t you want to study?”
   1) Imperative  2) exlamatory  3) Interrogative  4) Declarative

31. The Rani of Jhansi was known for her …..
   1) anger  2) hunger  3) bravery  4) slavery

32. Ceremony is a formal …..
   1) school function  2) college function
   3) official function  4) religious function

33. Fill in the blanks with a suitable word to complete the meaning. The queen dug up all the piles of… that had been hidden secretly.
   1) ammunition  2) territory  3) mutineers  4) empire

34. Rani Lakshmi Bai said, “I will not give up Jhansi”. This shows her …..
   1) selfishness  2) rudeness  3) patriotism  4) weakness

35. Identify the verb in the given sentence: The teacher gave the students an exercise..
   1) student  2) teacher  3) exercise  4) gave

   1) is seen  2) was seen  3) are seen  4) have seen
37. In the poem “land of our birth, we pledge to thee”, What does ‘thee’ stand for
   1) your  2) you  3) I  4) my

38. Find the rhyming pair of words from the given lines:
   “Father in heaven, who lovest all, O help thy children when they call”.
   1) who-when  2) help-heaven  3) all - call  4) thy - they

39. The jungle book stories are based on
   1) fairies  2) kings  3) animals  4) leaders

40. The slogan, “save forest,” implies …..
   1) cut tress  2) plant tress  3) don’t plant trees  4) destroy trees

41. Write full form for the abbreviation:-
   CPU - ..............................

42. Translate the following word in Tamil
   Subway - ............................

43. Write three sentences about Independence day.
   .................................................................

44. Read the following Passage and answer the questions given below:

   One of the biggest problems of today is the pollution from plastic bags. People use too many plastic bags and throw them away in streets. This could be very dangerous for human. Plastic bags are harmful as it is made from petroleum. Animals may eat the plastic bags and die from toxins. It also pollutes water in the ground.

   a. What is the biggest problem of today? (2)

   b. What problem may cause to animals if we throw used plastic bags in the street? (2)

   c. What will happen at ground level in the earth when plastic bags are thrown? (1)